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Svecial Issue: Alumni Survey Results
From The Chairman
Greetings once again from JOE. Your
response to my August letter and survey has
been phenomenal. We have already heard
from a quarter of our nearly 4000 alumni.
Some early analysis of these responses
appears within this Newsletter. I thank each
of you who responded for giving us insight
into your career and helping us shape our
strategy for the next century. If you have not
yet responded, we would still very much like
to hear your thoughts.

Engineering Global Leadership combined
Bachelor’s-Master’s program, the Master of
Engineering degree, and the first College of
Engineering graduate program in
Manufacturing. Jim Bean is now co-directing
the Michigan Joint Manufacturing Initiative,
the College’s joint activity with the Business
School. Under Chip White’s project direction,
JOE led the College’s successful effort to
become a Intelligent Vehicle Highway
Systems Center. Jn addition, Jeff Liker directs
the multidisciplinary Japan Technology
Management program.

The survey is one part of a broad effort to
construct a department strategy for meeting
the challenges of the 21st century. As I
mentioned in my letter, the faculty developed
several key objectives at a strategic planning
session in June. The survey plays a primary
role in helping us define how to improve the
overall quality of our graduates. We have also
formed an External Advisory Board,
composed mainly of JOE alumni, to give us
specific advice on meeting future needs. The
first meeting of this board in September
provided several suggestions that amplified
survey comments on our academic mission.
The department is actively pursuing ways to
enhance our curriculum along the suggested
lines.

The JOE department also figures prominently
in the College of Engineering’s construction
plans. One quarter of the 64,000 square foot
Engineering Center Building project will be a
westward expansion of the JOE building.
This facility will give us much-needed
classroom and enhanced laboratory space (see
blueprints for JOE expansion in this issue).
Groundbreaking for this structure is scheduled
before the end of 1993.
Students in the College appear increasingly
aware of the value of JOE studies for a variety
of careers. Our course enrollments for the Fall
1993 term are 25% higher than a year ago.
Our graduate JOE enrollment is also at an all
time high.

Beyond this effort to evaluate and improve
ourselves using
your input, the JOE
department has taken the lead on several
initiatives within the College of Engineering.
We were instrumental in forming the new

Despite these successes, we still face many
challenges. Our department budget has
actually decreased in both real and nominal
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terms over the past two years as the College
tries to reduce costs in the face of reduced
state support. Our ability to generate external
funds has also been reduced by overall
declining proposal acceptance rates in both
government and industry. More broadly, the
role of the university is being called into
question in articles from the Wall Street
Journal to USA Today.
We hope you will join with us to face these
challenges. We need your support and
feedback to help us prepare students as well as
possible for careers that will extend into the
middle of the next century. We will keep you
updated on our progress and look forward to
your continued involvement with JOE, the
College of Engineering, and the University of
Michigan. Go Blue!
—

John Birge

John Birge, JOE Chair

President’s Column: The IOE Alumni Academy
particular subjects and has even been open and
receptive at those times when it did not seek,
but was given advice anyway. Topics have
included curriculum developments,
accreditation, department performance relative
to its “peers” at other universities, staffing and
recruiting, faculty news, and college of
university wide programs such as those
addressing manufacturing and quality
improvement processes in education.

This is my second JOE Alumni Academy
column as it’s President, and I seem to be
getting the hang of it. Like last year, this
column deals with two topics. In fact, they are
the same two topics. The first is the Academy
itself and is intended to acquaint new readers
with the Academy and to remind other alumni
of the Academy’s purpose and activities. The
second presents a very real and concrete way,
you, as alumni, can help the JOE department
and it’s programs.

The Academy meets twice a year, usually in
October and May. It is self supporting, by the
way, with its modest expenses defrayed by the
occasional assessment of its members. It is
open to all JOE alumni and your input, support
and participation are more than welcome.
Your participation can go beyond attending
the meetings to your direct involvement in the
academic and professional development of
students.

Over the past several years, the JOE Alumni
Academy has enabled the department and
some interested graduates to meet and discuss
a fairly broad range of topics, concerns, and
needs. Some of this information is of general
interest, with the department chair or other
faculty representatives updating some recent,
and not so recent, graduates of developments
within the department, the College of
Engineering, and the university at large. At
times, the department has specifically sought
the advice and counsel of the Academy on

The Academy has been particularly close to
the department as an active resource for the
2
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department and its programs. For myself, I
like to know where my donations are going
and for what purposes. Over the years, I have
explicitly targeted my donations and my
company’s matching funds to the IOE
department. I have always felt uncomfortable
launching my check into the great maw of the
university, and I am not a “bricks and mortar”
edifice complex sort of person. But I don’t
when I know small amounts of discretionary
funds accumulated and administered by the
department are used for faculty and students;
conferences, seminars, and colloquia; travel
expenses; material; and minor equipment.
Substantial donations, which seem to be lost in
the larger university campaigns, become
especially significant at the department level.
Smaller donations become even more
leveraged and the benefits they have to the
department are tangible and specific.

JOE 424 projects course. Student teams work
“on site” with a project sponsor on a part time
basis for an entire semester. Progress is paced
by regular reviews and final reports and
presentations on these “real world” problems.
Jeff Liker initially approached the Academy
several years ago when a pilot was sought for
this recent ABET (an engineering school
accreditation body) requirement, and the
Academy has been involved either as
individuals or as an organization ever since.
The assignment to lead, instruct and advise the
students rotates among the academic staff of
the department. This Fall, Gary Herrin,
assisted by Carl Majesky, has several teams
working with project sponsors around
Michigan.
More recently, through their association with
the Academy, some members have
participated in Jeff Liker’ s Work Organization
class. In this class, students interview, study,
analyze and report on organization structures
and processes at local companies. The
involvement for the company and the sponsor
is less than in the project course, but still
provides real-world contact for the students
and an opportunity for the sponsors to support
the students and the department’s academic
program.

If you are inclined to support the department,
the college or the University, the Academy
certainly encourages you to do so. Besides the
federal tax deduction and Michigan tax credit,
you have the opportunity to leverage your
interest in the department or College of
Engineering and focus your support. As
alumni, we want our educational institutions
to sustain their relevance, address the 21st
century needs, and educate engineers and
others for a more economically competitive
future. Elsewhere in this newsletter, there are
instructions on how to designate your
intentions for your donations. If nothing else,
simply note on your check or the material
supplied with the request that you want the
funds applied to the “Industrial and Operations
Engineering Department”, the “College of
Engineering” or whatever matches your intent.
Unspecified funds tend to revert to supporting
the university as a whole.

Alumni Academy members also serve as
panelists and speakers for other classes and
students organizations such as HE and Alpha
Pi Mu. The students benefit through exposure
to alumni, access to alumni experiences and
opportunity to network. The alumni benefit in
terms of meting some active students in one
of the best, if not the best, industrial
engineering departments in the country, as
well the more personal, intangible benefits we
all receive from interactions with younger
adults early in their careers.

If you are interested in becoming a member of
the Academy or supporting its efforts, please
contact Vance Shutes, 313-525-8181 (work),
313-525-4110 (fax) and 313-429-1863
(home), or me, 313-481-7677 (work), 31348 1-5770 (fax) and 313-348-2765 (home).

The second topic of this column is, well,
money. The Academy was never intended to
be, and will not become a fund raising
organization. That would exploit and perhaps
abuse the role of the Academy and the
relationship it has with the department, and
more importantly, with the alumni.

—Douglas Berg
-President, JOE Alumni Academy

That aside, I would like to make a more direct
and personal appeal for your support of the
3
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Some Notes on Charitable Contributions to IOE
As pointed out in the last IOE Newsletter, the
JOE Department is heavily involved in and
will be a major beneficiary of the University
of Michigan Capital Campaign. According to
Brad Canale, Director of Development for the
College of Engineering, the University is
approaching the halfway point of the
campaign. The College of Engineering and
it’s alumni are on target to achieve the goal of
providing for 10% of the monetary
contributions.

general University pool. This is possible by
writing “Industrial and Operations
Engineering” or “JOE” on the “other” line for
gift designation. (see figure) This will enable
the Department to use the funds in ways that
will benefit JOE the most. These include:
Student Funds Many student organizations
can use directed funds to sponsor activities
such as seminars, site visits, and participation
in academic conferences.
Often these
activities are impossible without discretionary
account funds.

Here are some informative notes regarding
charitable contributions to the University and
JOE.

Equipment The department is constantly
upgrading equipment (such as computers, and
software) for use by students, faculty and
support personnel.

Donations in the Clinton Economy. New
tax laws will not effect deductibility of typical
contributions. However, for those considering
donations of other assets, new tax laws will
reward you. Now you can deduct full market
value of appreciated items (e.g., real estate,
art, etc.) Under previous law, only the base
cost was deductible. Anyone interested in
such contributions should consult a tax
advisor.

Company Matching. Many companies offer
Company Matching Contributions, effectively
doubling the value of these alumni gifts.
Contact your personnel or benefits office for
more information on the Company policy. If a
program exists, either supply a matching gift
form with your donation, or simply indicate
that such a policy exists, and the Engineering
Development office will follow up. This is a
very easy way to increase donations to the
University.

Directing contributions to TOE. Several
alumni have mentioned to the Academy that
they would prefer to direct their contributions
to the JOE Department, rather than to the

—Walton Hancock, JOE

College of Engineering Fund

E

Enclosed Is my gift of: $
I would like my gift designated for:
Annual Fund S________________________
[]Enclosed is my employer (or my spouses) matching
NGINEERIN
Presidential Fund S
gift form.
University Libraries $
[THE FUTURE
My check is made payable to the
industrial
Other (please specify) S
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MasterCard
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Senior Design Course
gather data about the manufacturing process,
interview supervisors and operators, and take
measurements of the parts produced. As they
analyzed the data, they began to formulate
questions which led them further into the
manufacturing process. As they went along, I
could tell that they were on to something big
both for them as a project and for R & B’s
benefit. There were distinct pockets of waste
in the process which could be eliminated at
minimal cost, resulting in ongoing savings to
R&B.

This article is written to give you a perspective
on the success of the JOE 424 Senior Projects
course, from a fellow alum who acted as host
of one of the student teams.
In the Winter term of 1993 (January April),
our firm served as the host of a team of two
R & B
(2) students from JOE 424.
Manufacturing Company a division of
MascoTech Inc. in Hamburg, Michigan (about
ten miles north of campus, for those of you not
familiar with the area) is a major automotive
supplier of exhaust manifolds.
-

-

As the term drew to a close, Brian and Bill
prepared their final report and a brief
presentation to the management team at R &
B. As expected, their report was outstanding,
and their presentation excellent. Their
recommendations were specific, by part
number and machine/operator number. The
graphical presentation of the costs and savings
implementation of their
through
recommendations drove home the point to all
members of the management team.

At the time of the project, I was the Quality
Assurance Manager at R & B. Although R &
B’s product quality was recognized as superior
by our customers, we knew that there was still
waste in our manufacturing process. Thus, the
seed of an IOE 424 Senior Projects “project”
was formed a Waste Minimization study
which was listed with Professor Jeff Liker.
-

-

Our project was selected by one of the student
teams! Brian Cook and Bill Cosnowski
scheduled a visit, then came to R & B for a
quick tour and introductions to the key
personnel with whom they would be working.
Their first visit was used to accurately define
the scope of the project, and the expectations
which they (and R & B) had of their project.
A milestone schedule was also established, to
keep both R & B and the student team on track
toward a successful project completion.

Although Brian and Bill have graduated, their
work lives on through several operator teams
working on the recommendations they made.
In summary, the quality of the students make
for outstanding results that you can expect
form hosting one of the JOE 424 student
teams. I strongly encourage you to serve as a
future host site.

Following that first visit, my involvement was
mostly limited to pulling together data which
Brian and Bill needed, but couldn’t get from
their day-to-day contacts in the plant. Brian
and Bill visited the plant several times to

—Vance L. Shutes
JOE Alumnus

Japan Technology Management Program
1991 to help American industrial managers
learn how the Japanese man4ge technology
and educate students in Japanese language and
culture so they can ultimately do business with
JTMP is a cooperative
the Japanese.
undertaking between the Center for Japanese

Under the leadership of IOE faculty member
University of Michigan
Jeff Liker,
researchers have received an additional $1.3
million in federal funding to expand the work
of the U-M Japan Technology Management
Program. This program was established in
7
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Studies and Department of Asian Languages
and Cultures in Literature, Sciences and Arts,
the College of Engineering and the School of
Business Administration. The program is
managed by the Center for Japanese Studies.

based on research results generated by JTMP
faculty. A compilation of results from 15
research projects supported by the U-M
program will be published as a book in the
summer of 1994.

The program’s long-range goal is helping
America compete in a global economy,
according to Jeffrey Liker, program director
and U-M associate professor of industrial and
operations engineering:
“Japanese
management techniques can and do work in
the United States,” Liker said. “Japanese
culture places a high value on relationships
and teamwork---factors that are particularly
crucial in today’s technology-based
industries.”

The U-M Japan Technology Management
Program was one of five selected for renewal
or first-time funding out of 25 proposals
received by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research. Co-directors of JTMP, in addition
to Liker, are John Campbell, professor of
political science in the College of Literature,
Science, and the Arts; and Brian Talbot,
professor of operations management in the
School of Business Administration. JTMP is a
leader in a growing trend toward cooperative
programs between professional schools at
U-M and areas studies programs in Literature,
Science, and Arts.

Twenty-five faculty members and researchers
and 12 graduate students affiliated with the U
M Japan Technology Management Program
(JTMP) will conduct research on technology
management in Japan and share research
results with private industrial firms and
government agencies. Many other graduate
and undergraduate students, mostly in
engineering, will receive scholarships to study
Japanese language and culture and about ten
each year will work as interns in Japan. The
cross-disciplinary program will offer new
language courses in technical Japanese and a
graduate-level course in Japanese technology
management. Through JTMP, a program is
under development so that U-M students
majoring in Japanese studies can be certified
in manufacturing management through the
Industrial Engineering Department.
A
companion program is being developed so that
Engineering students can also be certified in
Japanese studies.
“During the first two years of the program, we
learned a lot about how large Japanese
companies manage the technology
development process,” Liker said. “Now our
primary goal is to disseminate what we’ve
learned and expand our student programs.”
According to Liker, JTMP will sponsor short
courses at U-M for technology managers, as
well as on-site instruction and consultation in
private companies and government
laboratories.
Ann Arbor’s Industrial
Technology Institute (ITI) will develop
courses and consulting packages for industry

I

Jeffrey Liker, Director,
Japan Technology Management Program
8
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Program in Occupational Safety Engineering and Ergonomics
The IOE graduate program in Occupational
Safety Engineering and Ergonomics has
received a grant from the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)
totaling $150,000 for the 1993-94 academic
year. This grant is used to support the training
of Masters, Ph.D., and post-Doctoral students
who plan professional or research careers in
Occupational Safety and Ergonomics. In
addition, the grant supports library and
laboratory facilities in the IOE Building. A
total of 15 new graduate students in
ergonomics and safety were enrolled for the
Fall term.
For additional information on this program
and current students, contact Prof. Monroe
Keyserling.

W. Monroe Keyserling,
Graduate Program Advisor

The Michigan Joint Manufacturing Initiative
The Michigan Joint Manufacturing Initiative,
a new joint venture between the College of
Engineering and the School of Business
Administration, seeks to facilitate and
advocate the use of team approaches to
manufacturing education and research. For
example, summer internships team business
and engineering students to work on real
projects in industry. The MJMI educational
portfolio includes four programs with several
common features: required coursework in both
business and engineering; the MJMI seminar;
and the MJMI summer internships. All are
full-time programs. The programs include:
a) Maste?s of Engineering in Manufacturing
awarded by the new Program in
Manufacturing intended for engineers with
work experience who want to update their
skills as manufacturing engineers in a one year
program
b) MBA with manufacturing concentration,
awarded by the School of Business

Administration in a two year program
intended for students heading for management
positions in manufacturing organizations
c) Joint MBAJMSE degree awarded by both
units in a two year program intended for
students who want a deep understanding of
both engineering and business aspects of
manufacturing
d) Engineering Global Leadership honors
program leading to both a BSE and MSE in
Industrial and Operations Engineering in 5 and
a half years.
-

-

The Engineering Global Leadership Program
is the first honors program offered in the
College of Engineering. Students combine the
requirements of the IOE undergraduate
curriculum with an engineering minor, a
business core and a cultural core. In the
cultural core the student chooses a region of
the world important to US global
competitiveness. A large portion of the

-
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expanded humanities/social sciences
requirements concentrate on that region,
including at least two years of the appropriate
language. Industrial leaders tell us that the
biggest educational gaps they face are the
inability of engineering and business
graduates to communicate with each other,
and the inability of US students to work
effectively in another culture. Graduates of
the EGL Program will be prepared to bridge
both gaps.

faculty member the opportunity to gain an indepth understanding of the problems facing
the company.
--James Bean, Co-Director
Michigan Joint Manufacturing Initiative

The jewel of the MJMI portfolio is the
internship program. Teams consisting of an
MBA student, MEng student and EGL
student, with faculty advisors from both the
College and School, work in an industrial
setting for 3.5 months during the summer.
Students gain both a real problem solving
experience and a group problem solving
experience. Last summer six prototype
projects ran at large and small companies. In
1994 we expect to field 15-20 projects. If
your organization would like more
information on sponsoring a project, please
contact James Bean, MJMI co-director, at the
JOE department address.
On the research front, MJMI is sponsoring a
series of Faculty Forums where faculty from
various academic units and representatives
from industry meet for a workshop to
exchange viewpoints on a topic of common
interest.
Potential topics include
environmental manufacturing, agile
manufacturing, TQM, etc. MJMI will also
award Faculty Fellowships, endowed positions
to support long-term relationships between
faculty, their Ph.D. students and particular
companies. The intent here is to provide the

James Bean, Co-Director,
Michigan Joint Manufacturing Initiative

Center For Ergonomics Events, 1993
During the past year a number of important
research activities have been undertaken by
the faculty, staff, two post doctoral fellows
and 28 students working in the Center. Ford
Motor Company has continued to support
research on ergonomic principals related to
hand tools, computer key boards, materials
handling systems, job-based musculoskeletal
injury risk assessments, and computerized

methods to improve manual work design.
Walt Disney World has supported studies to
determine the basis for injuries associated with
tasks common to housekeeping and grounds
keeping jobs. Coca Cola has provided funds
for improving the ergonomics of packages.
The National Institute for Musculoskeletal and
Skin Disorders continues to support the
improvement of torso biomechanical models.
10
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The State of Michigan Department of Labor
has awarded a grant to provide ergonomics
training to individuals in small businesses.
The Association of American Railroads has
continued funding for a study of how high
hand forces depend on hand postures, gloves,
and handle configurations. Augmenting these
and other research grants and contracts is the
continuation of the NIOSH Training Grant
which supports several Masters and Ph.D.
students, as well as assisting in providing short
courses to over 2000 practicing professionals.
Licensed Software developed by the Center
continues to be very popular with a large
variety of companies and individuals around
the world.
During the year 6 students received Ph.D.
degrees, and 4 students received MS degrees
dealing with ergonomics. In all, the Center has
been a place of exciting and important
activities. If interested in further details feel
free to call (313 763-2243) or write Randy
Raboum, Center Projects Manager.
Don Chaffin, Director,
Center for Ergonomics

Research on IVHS
The University of Michigan has recently been
named by the US Department of
Transportation as the site of one of three
national IVHS Centers of Excellence.
Professor Chip White of TOE will be the first
center director. Funding will be 1 million
dollars per year in addition to Industrial
matching grants for a renewable period of five
years. IVHS, a term originated at the
University of Michigan, stands for Intelligent
Highway-Vehicle Systems. It refers to the
application of information and control
technology to vehicles and highways in order
to achieve new functionality for highway
transportation, especially for improvements in
operating efficiency and safety. IVHS
technologies span a broad set which contribute
to making the road network and all of its users
function better as a system.

University of Michigan. The long-term
objective of the program is to draw upon the
resources and strengths of a Michigan-based
coalition to advance IVHS toward
implementation in North America. The
program is a collaborative effort for advancing
IVHS technology and applying it in the field.
Partners from outside the University have
joined as Program Affiliates and/or as
Industrial Advisory Board (lAB) Members.
The joint activities of the partners have
provided for basic research, applied research,
coalition-building, and educational
opportunities.
Two other TOE faculty who have been deeply
involved in the IVHS activities over the past
several years are Professor Robert L. Smith
who leads the Traffic Modeling research
program at UM and Professor Yili Liu who
co-leads the effort in human factors. Professor
White has been prominently involved in
Public Transit aspects of IVHS, working

The Michigan-based IVHS Program began in
1987 as a consortium of industry and
government partners organized through the
11
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closely with the Ann Arbor Transit
Administration on field trials of new
information technologies.

developed a core course in JOE titled Human
Factors in IVHS.

Professor Smith leads a team of faculty and
Ph.D. students who are exploring ways to
model and analyze the problems of offering
real time route guidance to drivers equipped
with on-board displays based upon current and
projected traffic conditions. An important
component is in coordinating these routes with
integrated traffic signal control. Professor
Smith teaches an JOE course in traffic
modeling that provides the analytical tools
necessary to tackle these problems. Professors
Murty and White recently offered a course in
transit that treats the special vehicle routing
problems encountered in the public sector.
Professor Liu’s research activity in the IVHS
area is focused on the human factors aspects.
He is developing quantitative engineering
models and design-oriented theories of driver
performance and workload in Advanced
Traffic Information Systems (ATIS), and is
investigating knowledge engineering methods
and tools for supporting control operators in
Advanced Traffic Management Systems
(ATMS). A critical feature of his research is
its integration of empirical behavioral testing
and analytical modeling.
He has also

Robert Smith
IOE Professor

Preliminary Alumni Survey Results
We thank you for your enthusiastic response
to our 1993 alumni survey. We received 1000
responses to the survey! We obviously have
many interested and enthusiastic alumni. At
this point we are discovering that data entry
takes time and we have entered 200 responses
to date. In the future we will join the computer
age and design machine readable survey
forms. Nonetheless, the 200 responses were
randomly selected and should provide
statistically reliable estimates of means and
frequency distributions.

degrees (82%) or other engineering degrees
(11%). The vast majority of you hold
advanced degrees. The most common are
M.S.I.O.E. (29%) and M.B.A. (33%). Fully
10% of you hold Ph.D.s, mainly in IOE. It is
interesting to see that we have some doctors
(.5%) and lawyers (1.5%) among you. About
half of you earned at least one of your degrees
somewhere other than U.M.
What kinds of places do you work and in what
kinds of jobs? The simplest answer is every
kind of place or job imaginable. About one
third of you work in manufacturing, with
substantial numbers in government,
consulting, financial services, and universities.
Firm sizes tend to be large with a mean of 49K
employees. Only 6% of you unabashedly

The results are summarized in the same form
as the questionnaires you filled out on the
pages that follow. There is an interesting mix
of educational backgrounds among our
alumni. Most of you have JOE undergraduate
12
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business. As you can see in this issue, the new
MJMI program formally combines business
and TOE in multidisciplinary programs.

describe yourselves as industrial engineers.
More common amongst you are managers
(20%), corporate executives (16%), and
consultants (10%). You are a mobile group
with an average of 2.5 different jobs to date.

You embraced a variety of major goals for the
TOE department at U.M. The most highly
ranked (at least 4 on a 5-point scale) were
providing students with state-of-the-art
knowledge, a well-rounded educational
environment, applicable job skills, and
contributing to industrial competitiveness.

Salaries are enviable by the standards of us
lowly professors. About 90% of you were
willing to share your salaries with us. The
median salary range was between $61K-$70K.
Fully 31% of you had a personal annual salary
of over $8 1K, with 12% of you exceeding
$ 140K. Salaries are strongly correlated with
year of graduation. The salaries are also in
proportion to your managerial responsibilities-On average, you supervise 46 people. (See
other articles in this newsletter about gift
giving to TOE.)

You are generally satisfied with your careers
and on average you report using 45% of the
technical skills you learned at U.M. in jobs
held over your careers. The vast majority of
you rate the quality of education your received
from our lOB program as “good” to “The
best.” The majority felt we had the right
balance between theory and research, though
over one-third felt the program was too
theoretical. Recent graduates (last 3 years)
generally felt positive about their experience
in IOE, though you were not as happy with the
U.M. placement service and the job hunting
experience. Once again thank-you for giving
us this valuable feedback. In the next
newsletter we will provide results of further
analyses based on the total number of
responses. We promise to discuss the results
thoroughly among the faculty and use them to
help guide future decisions. We value your
input and take it seriously!

The courses you found most useful for your
careers (score of 3 or greater on 4 point scale)
were in the areas of information systems,
engineering economy and capital budgeting,
organizational management, and business
electives. These same course areas are also the
ones you wished you had more coursework in
while you were in school. Many of you have
done some programming in your careers and
70% of you feel strongly that TOE students
should have some coursework in software
design/computer programming. These results
are not surprising given the high proportion of
you working in some type of business or
management function. These results confirm
the perception of many of TOE as a discipline
on the boundary between engineering and

If you have questions or comments about the
survey call Jeffrey Liker at 313-763-0166.

1992 TOE “Farewell To Fall” Weiner Roast
13
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS: 200 of 1000 RESPONSES
2.

In what area is your undergraduate degree? (Please check one that best applies)
81.5
11.0
0
0

3.

1.
2.
3.
4.

What advanced
%
28.6
1.
8.5
2.
0.5
3.
33.2
4.
1.5
5.

I.O.E.
Other Engineering
Public Health
Economics

0.5
2.5
0
4.5

degrees do you hold? (Please check all that
%
M.S. (I.O.E.)
9.0
M.S. (Engineering)
1.0
M.P.H.
0.5
M.B.A.
9.0
J.D. (Law)

5.
6.
7.
8.

Psychology
Mathematics
Business Administration
Other

apply)
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ph.D. (I.O.E.)
Ph.D(Other)
M.D.
Other Masters

4.

Which of the following describes where you earned your degrees? (Check one
%
51.0
1. All degrees from U.M.
25.5
2. Undergraduate at U.M, most advanced degree elsewhere
19.9
3. Advanced degree at U.M., undergraduate elsewhere
3.6
4. Other

5.

Which of the following best describes the place you work? (Check one)
%
10.1
1. Heavy Manufacturing
4.5
9. Financial Services
17.2
2. Manufacturing (Mixed)
5.6
10. University
7.6
3. Light Manufacturing
1.0
11. State/Local Government
6.6
4. Small Business
2.0
12. Transportation Company
3.5
5. Hospital
0
13. Public Utility
4.5
6. U. S. GovernmentlMilitary
3.0
14. Communications Company
1.0
7. Hospital Consulting Firm
22.1
15. Other
11.1
8. Management Consulting

6.

Approximate number of employees working in your firm?

7.

A. Which of the following best describes your current job?
%
5.7
1. Industrial Engineer
16.0
1.0
2. Quality Assurance Engineer
4.6
7.2
3. Systems Engineer/Analyst
1.0
3.1
4. Software Engineer
0.5
2.1
5. Management Engineer/Hospital
5.2
1.0
6. Operations Researcher
6.7
1.0
7. I.E. Manager
15.5
6.2
8. Project Manager
12.9
9. Other Type of Manager
10.3 10. Consultant

14

MEAN

=

—

List institutions)

48,738.7

(Check one)
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Corporate Executive
University Faculty
Lawyer
Doctor
Ergonomics/Health & Safety
Other engineering position
Other non-engineering position
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8.

How many different jobs have you had prior to this one and since finishing your degree?

9.

In what income range does your personal annual salary (gross) fall? (This optional question is for the benefit of
students in IOE who wish to have some idea of what they might look forward to.)
1.1
2.2
14.0

1. $1OK-$20K
2. $21K-$30K
3. $31K-$40K

%
16.3
14.0
12.9

4. $41K-$50K
5. $51K-$60K
6. $61K-$70K

7.9
9.0
5.1

7. $71K-$80K
8. $81K-$100K
9. $1O1K-$120K

%
5.1
12.4

MEAN

=

2.5

10. $121K-$140K
11. Greater than $140K

10.

How many people do you supervise directly or indirectly? MEAN

11.

How many courses did you take in each of the major areas of I.O.E.? (Write in the number of courses in the
blanks below. Also circle the area of major concentration.)
MEAN
1.9
1.4
1.1
1.7
1.2
1.0
0.7
0.7
1.2
0.4

12.

a. Operations Research
b. Ergonomics
c. Production & Inventory Control
d. Information Systems
e. Engineering Economy and
Capital Budgeting
f. Work Measurement
g. Simulation
h. Safety Engineering & Management
i. Organizational Management
j. Hospital Engineering

=

45.6

MEAN
0.7
2.7

k.
I.

1.2
2.1
1.6
1.3

m.
n.
o.
p.

Facility Layout
Engineering Sciences
(e.g. Thermo, Mechanics)
Social Science Elective
Business Elective
Humanities
Other (Specify)

Rate the usefulness of knowledge acquired from coursework in each of the areas below. Please use the
following scale for your answers:
1

=

Not at all
MEAN
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.1
3.0
2.5
2.4
2.5
3.1
2.1

2

Used on
Several Occasions
MEAN
a. Operations Research
2.5
b. Ergonomics
2.0
c. Production & Inventory Control
d. Information Systems
2.3
3.2
e. Engineering Economy and
Capital Budgeting
2.3
f. Work Measurement
3.1
g. Simulation
h. Safety Engineering & Management
i. Organizational Management
j. Hospital Engineering
=

Valuable as
General knowledge

3

=

15

4

=

k.
1.
m.
n.
o.
p.

Used Regularly

5

=

No courses
in area

Facility Layout
Engineering Sciences
(e.g. Thermo, Mechanics)
Social Science Elective
Business Elective
Humanities
Other(Specify)
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13.

To what degree would more coursework in the area have benefitted you both professionally and otherwise?
Please use the following scale for your answer.
=

Not at all
MEAN
2.1
1.9
2.2
2.9
2.5
1.8
2.2
1.8
2.5
1.7

14.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.

=

Slightly

3

=

Considerably

Operations Research
Ergonomics
Production & Inventory Control
Information Systems
Engineering Economy and
Capital Budgeting
Work Measurement2.2
Simulation
Safety Engineering & Management
Organizational Management
Hospital Engineering

4

=

A Great Deal

MEAN
2.1
1.6

k.
1.

1.9
2.8
1.9
2.9

m.
n.
o.
p.

5

=

Does Not Apply

Facility Layout
Engineering Sciences
(e.g. Thermo, Mechanics)
Social Science Elective
Business Elective
Humanities
Other (Specify)

To what degree have you designed software or programmed as part of your professional work (considering
your
entire career)? (Circle one)
I

15.

2

=

Not at all
29%

2

=

Slightly
30%

3

=

Considerably
15.5%

4

=

A Great Deal
22.5%

5

=

Does Not Apply
3%

To what degree would you recommend current students in IOE have some coursework in software
design/computer programming? (Circle one)
1

=

Not at all
1.5%

2

=

Slightly
29.2%

3

=

Considerably
34.4%

4

=

A Great Deal
34.9%

16. To what degree should the following be major goals of the JOE department at U.M.?
(* = MEAN RESPONSES)
MEAN
3.5
A. Produce national leaders in JOE and OR.
2.9
B. Strengthen the pipeline of women and minority engineers.
4.3
C. Provide state-of-the-art knowledge.
4.2
4.1
4.1
4.0
3.2
3.5
3.0
3.7
3.3

D. Provide a well-rounded educational environment.
E. Give students immediately applicable job skills.
F. Give students long-term information that can be used
throughout their careers.
G. Improve competitiveness of U.S. industry.
H. Provide knowledge for global consumption.
I. Produce state-of-the-art research.
J. Give students an appreciation of other cultures and values.
K. Focus on manufacturing technology and industries.
L. Focus on service industhes.
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No
Priority
1
1
1

Medium
Top
Priority
Priority
3* 4
2
5
2*3
4
5
4* 5
2
3
4*
4*

1
1

2
2

3
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

*4
3
4*
3
3*
4
3*4
3*
4
*4
3
3*4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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17. To what degree are you satisfied with the following aspects of your career?
(*
MEAN
4.1
3.8
3.9
3.8
3.6

=

A.
B.
C.
11
E.

MEAN RESPONSES)
Not at
All
1
1
1
1
1

Current job challenges
Pay and perquisites
Career advancement to date
Future prospects for career advancement
Contribution of JOE degree to job opportunities

2
2
2
2
2

Extremely
So/So
4*
3
5
*4
5
3
*4
5
3
*4
3
5
*4
5
3

18. What percent of the technical engineering skills you learned at U.M. have you actually used on jobs since
graduation?
0%

10

20

30

40

*

50

70

60

80

90

100%

MEAN =45.3%
19. Overall, how would you rate the quality of education you received from the JOE program (compared to what
you’ve heard about other programs in the area from your colleagues, etc.). (Circle one)
1

=

Poor
1.0%

2

=

Okay
4.7%

3

=

4

Good
30.1%

=

Exceptional
43.5%

5

=

The best
20.7%

20. How would you rate the balance of theory and application in the I.O.E. program for you professionally?
(Circle one)
1

=

Much too
Theoretical
2.6%

2

=

Too
Theoretical
36.5%

3

=

4

Right
Balance
58.2%

=

Too
Applied
2.6%

5

=

Much Too
Applied
0%

OUESTIONS FOR RECENT GRADUATES (within last 3 years

27. To what degree would you describe your overall satisfaction with the following?
MEAN
3.9
3.8
4.0
4.1
3.3
3.2
3.5
4.0
4.0

A. The JOE program overall
• IOE Faculty/Staff
• Other JOE Students
• Other UM programs/opportunities
• UM placement services
B. Job hunting overall
C. Salary offer
D. Job location
E. Job function
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Not at
All
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

So/So
Extremely
*4
3
5
*4
3
5
4*
3
5
4*
3
5
3*
4
5
3*
4
5
3*4
5
4*
3
5
4*
3
5
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The Student Organizations
Note: The student groups are always inter
ested in having alums return to campus and
present a short luncheon topic about their
company or current topic in the area. Any
alumni wishing to contact any of the student
organizations may do so through Jolene
Glaspie at (313) 763-1332.

paths; pumpkin carving; student panels to
review IOE courses; Cans-For-Kids;
designation of T.A. and Professor of the
Year; and other “yet-to-be-determined”
activities.
If you have any ideas or criticisms for Alpha
Pi Mu, please let us know. One can reach
“Alpha Pi Mu” over MTS, and we have a
mailbox in the JOE building.
—Shelley Nolan, President

Alpha P1 Mu

Institute of Industrial Engineers

Another great year of Alpha Pi Mu has
begun, and the initiates have already filled
this semester’s calendar with events. The
focus of this honorary organization is to
extend our education in industrial engineering
outside of the classroom through enriching
interactions with the department, the college,
and the community. We are committed to
active participation in several academic,
social, and philanthropic ventures which will
further unify the students and faculty of the
Industrial & Operations Engineering
department (all APM activities are open to
anyone).

The student chapter of the Institute of
Industrial Engineers (TIE) kicked off this fall
with a full schedule of events. The officers
this year have been working towards
increasing member participation and working
more closely with the department and other
societies to increase attendance and
awareness. We currently have approximately
85 members.
A service that lIE provides TOE
undergraduates is information about possible
careers. We are hosting luncheons again this
year featuring guest speakers who will speak
on job possibilities for TOE in the next year.
We hope to have a few U of M alumni and
professors come to discuss their experiences
as an TOE in the “real world”. We are
becoming more involved with the Detroit
senior chapter of lIE and the U of M
Dearborn student chapter by coordinating
events together. A plant trip to the Mazda
facilities in Flatrock has been planned for this
term to give undergraduates some exposure to
a working plant that we learn so much about
but rarely get to see. lIE will be participating
in Focus:HOPE on November 13 by
delivering food to homebound elderly people
in Detroit. The officers this term are planning
activities at least every other week, so there
will be plenty of opportunities for students to
participate.

In conjunction with lIE, we are planning
activities for Tech Day, a college-wide event
sponsored by UMEC to introduce visiting
high school students to engineering and allow
them to explore each of its disciplines. In
addition, we are working with TIE to set up
plant trips, arrange faculty/student functions,
publish a yearbook and a monthly newsletter,
and engage in other joint events.
Alpha Pi Mu initiates are serving on very
“committed” committees to arrange new
activities as well as preserve old traditions of
the honor society. Among these functions are
the following: a Master’s Night where
information will be given in regards to
choosing a direction of masters study in
either business, TOE, or both; soup kitchens;
an IOE Options Night where a panel of
professors will discuss what the different
aspects of TOE entail; tutoring and
mentorship; an Alumni Forum to expose TOE
students to “Post-IOE at Michigan” career

The Blueprint (student newsletter) is being
produced every 3-4 weeks with articles from
students about their summer experiences and
current classes. TIE also has a yearbook staff
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working on getting pictures of every IOE
undergraduate and some group pictures of our
activities. We think that this will serve as a
good source to match names with faces and to
look back on after graduation.

apply industrial engineering principals to
healthcare administration. Since then, the
company has spun-off a pioneering patient
care information system and two publicly
held healthcare information systems
companies.

We are always open to ideas, speakers, and
new members. Our new office is in the
basement of the North Campus Commons.
Please feel free to visit or write to me in care
of the JOE department.

Dr. Jelinek’s 34-year career has been spent
both in industry and academe. He taught
industrial engineering and hospital
administration at the University of Michigan
from 1964 to 1970, attaining the rank of
associate professor. Previously, he was
director of the Systems Engineering Group,
Bureau of Hospital Administration at the
University of Michigan, where he developed
research programs applying systems and
engineering techniques to health services.
From 1950 until 1962, he was a project
engineer for the University of Michigan
Medical Center, St. Joseph’s Hospital, and
Ypsilanti State Hospital. From 1988 to the
present, Dr. Jelinek has also served as an
associate faculty member of the Department
of Health Systems Management at Rush
University in Chicago.

—Mary Kay Jerneycic, President

Student/Alumni Awards
The department is always proud to announce
the awards of our current and former
students. This year has been exceptional with
the following receiving awards:
Andersen Consulting Scholarships:
Matthew Holland, Liam Caffrey, Mark
Cotteleer
The Wyeth Allen Award: Terrace A.
Mucha
Outstanding IOE Undergraduate:
Jennifer Merchant, Jong Chow
Lear Seating Co. Undergraduate
Scholarship: John Spicer
Ford Motor Co. Graduate Fellowship:
Patrick Hammett, Karl Majeske, Jung Park
Du Pont Automotive Products Graduate
Fellowship: Alan Kalton, Steven Zimmer
United Technologies Automotive Graduate
Fellowship: Samuel Kim

In 1982, Dr. Jelinek served as a member of
the President’s Private Sector Survey on Cost
Control (Grace Commission). He has also
been a consultant to the Veterans
Administration in Washington, D. C., and to
the Hospital Planning Council in Charleston,
West Virginia. Dr. Jelinek received a
commendation from the President’s
Committee on Employment of the Physically
Handicapped, awarded for the design of a
stair-climbing wheelchair in 1961. He also
received the 1992 Computers in Healthcare
Pioneers Award.

1993 IOE Alumni Society Merit
Award

Dr. Jelinek has published more than 50
papers and monographs concerning
healthcare issues.

The Department is pleased and proud that
Richard C. Jelinek, chairman and chief
executive officer of Medicus Systems
Corporation is this year’s recipient of the JOE
Alumni Society Merit Award. Mr. Jelinek
earned his BSE in Industrial Engineering in
1961, his MBA in 1962, and his Ph.D. in
Industrial Engineering in 1964, all from the
University of Michigan. Dr. Jelinek co
founded the Medicus Corporation in 1970 to

Faculty Focus
James Bean was recently appointed
engineering co-director of the Michigan Joint
Manufacturing Initiative. He is also directing
the new Engineering Global Leadership
Honors Program in the department. Professor
19
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journal Management Science, a member of
the ORSA Council and OR/MS Board and
chair of the OR/MS Board Information
Technology Committee.
His research
interests are in genetic algorithms with
applications to larger scale scheduling and
integer programming problems. Professor
Bean is currently project director for four
NSF grants on related topics.

outstanding record in teaching and research
and will foster closer understanding and
working relationships between engineering
and the business worlds.” Chaffin is
continuing his NIH supported research on the
biomechanics of torso exertions that can
cause low back pain, as well as conducting
industrial supported research and teaching on
how workplaces can be designed to reduce
hazardous over-exertion tasks.

,

John Birge, new chair of TOE, chaired the
College of Engineering’s task force to create
the practice-oriented Master of Engineering
degree and its first field example in
Manufacturing. He was also elected ViceChair of the faculty Senate Assembly. He
continues work on this National Science
Foundation projects on applications and
methods for stochastic programming and on
evaluating the effects of investment
uncertainty in policies to reduce C02
emissions. He received new grants from the
National Science Foundation and the Electric
Power Research Institute for work conducted
with the Michigan Electric Power
Coordination Center on intelligent control of
power systems. He is General Chair of the
15th International Symposium on
Mathematical Programming to be held
August 15-19, 1994, in Ann Arbor.
Registration material for the symposium is
available through the IOE department.

Izak Duenyas has received a three year grant
from the National Science Foundation to do
research on the analysis and control of
assembly systems. He is also continuing
research on due date setting, release control
and sequencing.
Walton Hancock and his students have been
developing methodologies to improve
industrial process control using production
data. They have been working with crossfunctional industrial teams in the use of ridge
regression to determine which sub-processes
should receive the most attention from the
teams. The work has resulted in two Ph.D.
theses and an award from Ford Motor Co.
Dr. Hancock also has been involved in
benchmarking of automotive stamping and
body building processes, which has resulted
in one Ph.D. thesis in process. Another study
on automotive body dimensional control has
also resulted in one completed Ph.D. thesis
and two Ph.D. theses in process. Together
with one of his students, Dr. Hancock is
currently providing leadership to a production
plant moving from mass production to lean
production.

Yavuz A. Bozer has entered the fifth and last
year as a National Science Foundation
Presidential Young Investigator.
He
continues his work on discrete parts flow
material handling systems and single/multifloor facility layout problems. More recently
he has been working on a major layout
project with the Ford Motor Company and a
clean room simulation study with Optical
Imaging Systems (OIS). He will be on
sabbatical leave during the Winter ‘94 term.

Monroe Keyserling
is performing
ergonomic research at Ford Motor Company
to evaluate working posture in manufacturing
and assembly operations. He is also working
with Ford and the Walt Disney World
Company to develop improved methods of
ergonomic job analysis. During the past year
Keyserling presented a continuing education
course and several papers at the American
Industrial Hygiene Technology Expositions
in San Jose and Chicago. Keyserling became
the IOE Graduate Program Advisor in August
and reports that over 60 new M.S. and Ph.D.
students enrolled for the Fall term. This is
the largest group of new graduate students to

Don Chaffin received a special honor this
past year by being appointed to the G.
Lawton and Louis G. Johnson Professorship.
This fully endowed chair provides partial
support for Chaffin’s salary and discretionary
funds to continue his work in occupational
ergonomics. In appointing him Dean Peter
Banks stated: “Professor Chaffin has an
20
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enter the department. He was appointed to
the University Medical Affairs Advisory
Committee in September and continues to
serve on the Medical Advisory Board of the
American Trucking Foundation.

jointly funded by GM and NSF. With
potential applications to a variety of
situations, they have been formulating
machine monitoring and process control
problems in terms of output performance
measures that can be presented in the form of
“Operating Characteristic” curves. These
curves help to make clear to management the
comparative advantages of using various
kinds of charting methods (e.g. Shewhart,
Cusum, Bayes-optimal, etc.)

Jeffrey Liker has been busy as the new
Director of the Japan Technology
Management program described in a separate
article in this issue. His own research within
this program focuses on differences in
concurrent engineering practices between the
U.S. and Japan automotive industries,
particularly focusing on the role of parts
suppliers in concurrent engineering. He is
also editing a book entitled “Managing
Technology through Organization: American
and Japanese Approaches.”

Robert L. Smith is continuing his research
on infinite horizon optimization under a three
year grant from the National Science
Foundation. One of his Ph.D. students in the
area, Bill Cross, is an NSF fellow. Professor
Smith is also continuing his work on design
optimization under a GM research contract
with a former Ph.D. student, Dave Kaufman,
who is now an Assistant Professor at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
Another of his former Ph.D. students, Edwin
Romeijn, begins as an Assistant Professor at
Erasamus University in the Netherlands. His
first teaching assignment is for a course with
700 students.

James Miller is on leave this year to
complete revisions on two of his books in his
Warnings and Instructions series. His leave
also allows him extra time to father two
month and eighteen month old sons. This
summer he chaired again the Engineering
Summer Conference course on Warnings,
Labels and Product Packaging. He continues
research in the same warnings, instructions,
and operator manuals area for companies
such as Honda, Black & Decker, Whirlpool,
Yamaha, and Airstream. Research into the
mechanisms for occupant protection in
boating and personal watercraft also
continues with his second major grant from
the American boat and Yachting Council and
the U.S. coast Guard. This research could
lead to requirements for watercraft which
parallel occupant protection measures in
other transportation areas.

New Faculty Members
Vijay Nair has joined the University of
Michigan as Professor in Statistics and
Industrial and Operations Engineering. Dr.
Nair received his B. Econs (First Class)
degree from the University of Malaya,
Malaysia and his Ph. D. in Statistics from the
University of California, Berkeley. Before
joining Michigan, he worked for fifteen years
as a research scientist in AT&T Bell
Laboratories, first in the Operations Research
Center and then in the Mathematical Sciences
Research Center. He has also taught at
Rutgers University. Dr. Nair is a world
renowned expert in the area of quality
improvement. His research interests include
Taguchi’s robust design, design and analysis
of industrial experiments, reliability, process
control/improvement in semiconductor
manufacturing, and sampling. He is a Fellow
of all the major statistical societies Fellow
of the American Statistical Association,
Fellow of the Institute of Mathematical
Statistics and Elected Member of the

Katta G. Murty is working on a senior level
undergraduate book “Introduction to
Optimization Methods” to be published by
Prentice-Hall (expected in 1994) discussing a
variety of optimization algorithms including
heuristic methods, with many applications.
He spent the summer of 1993 consulting at
the White Sands Missile Range on training
mix models and models for locating and
routing mobile training devices.

--

Stephen Pollock and Jeff Alden (JOE
Ph.D.’86) are finishing up a research project
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International Statistical Institute. He is the
past Editor of Technometrics which is the
leading journal of statistics for the physical
and engineering sciences.
C F Jeff Wu has a joint appointment between
Statistics and Industrial and Operations
Engineering. Before joining the University of
Michigan in September 1993, he was
Professor and GMINSERC Chair in Quality
and Productivity at the Department of
Statistics and Actuarial Science and the
Institute for Improvement in Quality and
Productivity, University of Waterloo (19881993). The Chair was jointly funded by
General Motors of Canada and the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Council of Canada.
Within five years he has built up a research
group on quality, reliability and productivity
which is widely viewed as among the best in
the world. Prior to Waterloo he taught at the
Department of Statistics, University of
Wisconsin, Madison from 1977 to 1988. He
got his BS from National Taiwan University
in 1971 and Ph.D. from the University of
California, Berkeley in 1976. He has served
on the editorial board of several journals
including Technometrics, Annals of
Statistics, JASA, Statistica Sinica. He is the
Chair Editor of Statistica Sinica since August
1993.
His research interests include
statistical process control, variation reduction,
experimental design, quality and reliability
improvement, robust product/process
design(also called Taguchi’s method), survey
sampling and computer-intensive statistical
methods. He is a Fellow of the Institute of
Mathematical Statistics, and of the American
Statistical Association. He received the
prestigious COPSS(Committee of Presidents
of Statistical Societies) Award in 1987 which
was given to the best researcher under the age
of 40 per year and was commissioned by five
statistical societies. He won the 1990
Wilcoxon Prize for the best practical
application paper in Technometrics, and the
1992 Brumbaugh Award for the single most
important paper to quality control among the
publications in 1992 sponsored by the
American Society for Quality Control
(including Journal of Quality Technology,
Quality Engineering, and Quality Progress.)
His work is widely cited in professional
journals as well as in magazines, including a
22

feature article about his work in “Canadian
Business” and a special issue of “Newsweek”
on quality.

Joint appointment, Visiting, and
Adjunct Faculty
Joint Appointment Faculty
These faculty participate in our department’s
teaching and research but have a primary
affiliation with another University
department:
Thomas Armstrong, also Professor of
Industrial Health teaches JOE 433 Fall
Terms.

Adjunct Faculty
Our adjunct faculty have their primary
employment outside the university. They
bring to the students the realities of the out
side world in the selection of courses they
teach for us. We are interested in other
alumni in the area who might also be willing
to serve in this capacity.
Richard Coffey teaches JOE 481 (Hospital
Systems) during fall and winter terms.
Paul Green is also an Adjunct Associate
Professor and also Associate Research
Scientist at UMTRI and teaches JOE 334 and
JOE 436.
Robert Hancock is an Engineering
Supervisor, Ignition Engineering Dept., Ford
Motor Company and has taught JOE 463 and
JOE 424.
Don Jahncke is an Adjunct Lecturer for JOE
425. He is retired from Ford Motor Co. and
is now serving as interim general manager for
Cathodi Electrocoating Co. at Ecorse, MI in
addition to doing consulting work for
automotive suppliers.
Steven F. Rasch teaches the IOE 451 course
on Engineering Economy. Steve is president
of Ann Arbor Consulting Group, Inc., Ann
Arbor. He is currently doing research on
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development. He is currently working on
matching algorithms in collaboration with Dr.
Katta Murty. Dr. Spera is on leave on a
fellowship from the C.N.R (National
Research Center of Italy) and is planning to
stay until August 1994.

technology implementation in manufacturing
organizations.

Visiting Faculty
Salih 0. Duffuaa, Associate Professor at the
Department of Systems Engineering, King
Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals,
Saudi Arabia, is on sabbaticd in the JOE
department during the 1993-94 academic
year. Dr. Duffuaa has a B.Sc. in mathematics
and a diploma in statistics from the
University of Khartoum (Sudan), and
obtained his Ph. D. from the University of
Texas at Austin. Dr. Duffuaa has over 30
articles in the area of optimization and its
applications. His research interests include
mathematical programming, networks and
optimization systems via OR techniques, with
emphasis on quality and maintenance
systems.

Hengyong Tang, Associate Professor at the
Department of Mathematics at Liaoning
University, People’s Republic of China,
visited the JOE Department during the 199293 year. His research interests include linear
and nonlinear programming, stochastic
and
programming,
combinatorial
optimization.

Alumni News
This news is from alumni responses to the
Fall 1992 JOE Newsletter.

James C. Achtenberg (BSE ‘76, MBA ‘78)
is president of Woodstock Enterprises, Inc.,
which deals in computer sales, assembly, and
programming. Their major new software
releases include Electric Coach Strength
Training used at UM athletics and PC Rail
railroad layout program. Mr. Achtenberg is
also an adjunct lecturer at UM-Dearborn.

Shusaku Hiraki, Professor of Economics at
Hiroshima University, Japan, was at the JOE
department during September-October 1993.
His research interests include knockdown
production systems and the optimum
scheduling of mixed-model assembly lines.

Mary Ann Holbein will be joining the JOE
Department as a post-doctoral scholar for one
year starting in November of this year. Dr.
Holbein received her Ph. D. from the
Department of Industrial Engineering at the
University of Pittsburgh. She will be
working on the biomechanics of dynamic
whole body exertions with Dr. Donald
Chaffin.

Kimberly Clack (BSE ‘88) is a senior
analyst, designer, and programming
supervisor for Andersen Consulting. She will
be in Melbourne, Australia, for one year and
would like to inform alumni going there that
she can be contacted through her firm’s
offices in San Francisco and Melbourne.
Kenneth H. Cowan (BSE ‘66, MBA ‘70)
works on computer equipment lease portfolio
management and remarketing as a Senior
Vice President of Asset Management for
AT&T Systems Leasing.

Cosimo Spera is currently an assistant
professor at the Department of Quantitative
Methods and the Department of Mathematics
at University of Siena, Italy. His interests lie
in the fields of primal truncated Newton
methods, design and analysis of parallel
algorithms for the minimum cost flow
problem, and experimental evaluation of
algorithms. Recently he has done work on
the definition and construction of an object
oriented mathematical programming
language, which is part of the interface of a
model management system under

Robert E. Johnston (BSE ‘74, MSE ‘80-Purdue U.) is the commanding officer for
U.S.S. Home (CG-30), a guided missile
cruiser of the U.S. Navy operating in the
Persian Gulf. The ship returned to its
homeport of San Diego, CA, in July.
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Robert E. Johnston (BSE ‘74, MSE ‘80-Purdue U.) is the commanding officer for
U.S.S. Home (CG-30), a guided missile
cruiser of the U.S. Navy operating in the
Persian Gulf. The ship returned to its
homeport of San Diego, CA, in July.

Beth Stanko (BSE ‘91) is with Detroit Diesel
Corp. as a material handling engineer. She
deals primarily with inventory review and
selection, implementation of a new MRP II
package, and assisting in the certification for
ISO 9000.

Kristin Missil (BSE ‘92) is working for
Vector Research, Ann Arbor, as an operations
research analyst for U.S. government
projects.

C. Christian Stiehi (MA Experimental
Psychology ‘73, MSE ‘74) is a senior planner
at Pacific Gas & Electric Company, where he
is responsible for Quality Function
Deployment (QFD) research and customer
satisfaction measurement. He was previously
with Cadillac Motor Car in Detroit.

Sarah L. Neill (BSE ‘91) is currently
working as an Industrial Engineer II at
Gelman Sciences, Inc.
Her main
responsibilities include Statistical Process
Control (SPC) training and implementation,
root cause analysis and corrective action.
Richard George Parrott (MSE ‘74) is the
Manager of European Quality and Materials
at the Saginaw Division of GM.
Thomas C. Reed (MSEIMBA ‘90) is a
manufacturing engineer/quality control
analyst at Ford Motor Co. Electronics
Division, working on total quality excellence
in the production of a variety of electronic
control modules.
Saad S. Shah (BSE ‘84) is a systems
engineer for EDS. His responsibilities
include applying OR methods to support
business decisions at the GM Systems
Engineering Center.

Lisa M. Stys-Stock (BSE ‘88) is currently
working as a quality engineer for Gelman
Sciences, Inc. in Ann Arbor.
Mark Van Sumeren was recently promoted
to partner in the Milwaukee office of Ernst &
Young. Mark is a member of the health care
consulting practice. He primarily focuses on
performance improvement in health care. He
joined the firm in May, 1983 after graduating
with a BS in Industrial Engineering and an
MBA from the University of Michigan.
Mark and his wife live with their three
children in Fox Point.
—Jeffrey K. Liker, Editor

Special thamks go to Nazli Wasti (Ph.D candidate) and Lisa Tippett (B.S. candidate)
for thier hard work in putting together this issue of the IOE newsletter

